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Abstract

Robust and reliable automatic building detection and segmentation from aerial images/point clouds has been

a prominent field of research in remote sensing, computer vision and point cloud processing for a number

of decades. One of the largest issues associated with deep learning methods is the high quantity of data

required for training. To help address this we present a method to improve public GIS building footprint

labels by using Morphological Geodesic Active Contours (MorphGACs). We demonstrate by improving the

quality of building footprint labels for detection and semantic segmentation, more robust and reliable models

can be obtained. We evaluate these methods over a large UK-based dataset of 24556 images containing

169835 building instances. This is achieved by training several Mask/Faster R-CNN and RetinaNet deep

convolutional neural networks. Networks are supplied with both RGB and fused RGB-lidar data. We offer

quantitative analysis on the benefits of the inclusion of depth data for building segmentation. By employing

both methods we achieve a detection accuracy of 0.92 (mAP@0.5) and segmentation f1 scores of 0.94 over a

4911 test images ranging from urban to rural scenes.

1. Introduction1

Reliable automatic building segmentation and mapping from aerial images and lidar and has long been2

sought for a range of applications. These include urban planning, disaster management, city modelling,3

national mapping and population management. Despite rapid technological advances in the field of machine4

learning, highly accurate solutions that function over large areas (i.e. entire countries) and land types (i.e.5

urban, rural etc.) remain unseen. There are many reasons for this including the heterogeneous nature6

of both the geometry and spectral properties of buildings, unpredictable scene complexity and the loss of7

relevant sensor data (i.e. occlusion, poor contrast, shadows and poor image perspective) (Awrangjeb et al.8

2010). Furthermore, with increasingly diverse architectural designs, deriving a general solution is arguably9

becoming more complex. As a result of this, the research problem of detecting buildings has been extensively10

studied over a number of years using a range of sensing technologies such as; satellite imagery (Saeedi &11
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Zwick 2008), aerial imagery (Sirmacek & Unsalan 2008) and airborne lidar scanning (ALS) (Vosselman 2000,12

Kraus & Pfeifer 2001, Akel et al. 2004). In this paper we aim to explore this problem by investigating a13

range of techniques for segmentation of aerial images stacked with ALS data.14

Perhaps the most exciting development in machine learning for image understanding is the recent advances15

in the field of deep learning. This is largely driven by significant advances in the architectures of Convolutional16

Neural Networks (CNNs) (Krizhevsky et al. 2012, Long et al. 2015, Badrinarayanan et al. 2017, Chen et al.17

2015, He et al. 2017), which are largely accredited to the pioneering work of (LeCun et al. 1989, 1998). By18

pooling information from neighbourhood pixels, contextual information is carried through the network, giving19

the ability to not only learn specific features but also learn context about the feature. This is a particularly20

valuable characteristic in building segmentation, as most buildings sit in similar situations (i.e. surrounded21

by gardens, driveways, pavements etc.). A key ingredient for any supervised deep learning approach is22

training data. Publicly available remote-sensing and Geographical Information Systems (GIS) data exists23

in large quantities in many countries, with the data usually being made available by national mapping24

agencies. The quality of open national datasets is not usually high with many errors often being present25

within the dataset. These errors tend to be caused by missed features, over-generalisation and in-accurately26

placed boundaries. Furthermore, whilst best efforts can be made to match datasets, there will likely be27

temporal discrepancies between aerial imagery, ALS and GIS vector data. Despite this, data collection can28

be undertaken automatically and scales arbitrarily. The largest limitation with regard to open access GIS29

data is the in-ability to provide high quality segmentation ground-truth data. However, such vector data30

does provide a high quality object detection dataset, as object detection is only concerned with bounding31

box coordinates. In this paper, we demonstrate a method for automatically increasing the quality of large,32

low accuracy datasets to allow for training of segmentation networks. We achieve this by first calculating the33

center points of each building from the bounding box given by OpenMap local. This is subsequently used34

as the initial seed point for a morphological snake curve evolution algorithm (Álvarez, Baumela, Henŕıquez35

& Márquez-Neila 2010). In addition, a differential is computed of the depth data channel which computes36

the edge magnitude of the ALS data. The result is strong edges on sharp geometric boundaries (i.e. roofs37

to ground). The snake expands such that it minimises internal and external energies along it’s boundaries.38

Here, the most defined image structure is the edge of the building. This therefore performs a highly accurate39

(albeit computationally slow) segmentation of the building.40

The resulting segmented images are used as training data for a Mask R-CNN. The Mask R-CNN first41

performs a Faster R-CNN object detection, however, continues to compute an instance segmentation within42

the bounding box of the Faster R-CNN prediction. This results in an overall improved semantic segmentation43

accuracy (and F1 score) as well as a significant increase in segmentation speed (15x). To empirically assess44

the value of improving training data with morphological snakes several models are trained. We achieve45

quantitative analysis through relative experiments where the network architecture remains consistent and46

only training data is altered. Moreover, we assess the potential for using RetinaNet object detection to47
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generate initial seed points for morphological snakes to perform per pixel segmentation. All methodologies48

are tested on a subset of the main UK based dataset as well as on the ISPRS Potsdam benchmark dataset.49

CNNs have become the de facto approach to image classification and more recently segmentation prob-50

lems, however, typically these networks are concerned with only RGB colour data. Despite this, the majority51

of aerial imagery acquired over European and North American countries has associated depth data. This52

is due to the majority of aerial surveys either being acquired in a photogrammetric manner (to allow for53

orthorectification of the images), or acquired over landscape with available ALS data. In this paper we54

adopt the strategy of replacing the blue spectral band with depth data for input images. In doing this, we55

observe the CNN learns the radiometric and textural properties of the buildings and the inherent geometry56

associated with each building with respect to both the rest of the building and within the context of its57

surrounding.58

The key contributions of our paper are: (1) presenting a new method to refine publicly available course59

building outline labels with morphological geodesic active contours, (2) quantifying the relative network60

performance increase when high quality labels are provided, (3) demonstrating the suitability for detection61

+ refinement networks such as Mask R-CNN for building segmentation. Moreover, we provide quantitative62

analysis demonstrating the benefit of the inclusion of depth data for building segmentation. Although many63

studies adopt a image lidar fusion approach the benefits are seldom quantified.64

2. Related work65

Early methods for building detection and segmentation most commonly involved the extraction of higher66

level 2D/3D primitives from stereo images (Huertas & Nevatia 1988, Liow & Pavlidis 1990). Whilst such67

methods demonstrated good results in favourable conditions, the techniques do not work over large areas68

with varying scene complexities. This was due to primitives such as line segments being overly abundant69

in images as well as not always being indicative of the required geometric features. Different image based70

segmentation methods include spectral/texture analysis. However, in airborne orthorectified photographs,71

only the building’s roof can be seen and many roofs possess very similar spectral/texture characteristics to72

other common features (i.e. car parks, sidewalks, game areas etc.). Other issues of a purely radiometric73

approach are caused by varying light intensities from sun strength, surface reflectivity and shadows. These74

issues can leave buildings to look different depending on environmental variables at the time of data acqui-75

sition. Therefore, in recent years (e.g. 1990’s - present) the use of airborne laser scanning has been most76

commonly used as this allows for direct inference of the scenes geometry. Furthermore, research in this area77

has been accelerated by a large number of countries benefiting from freely available, high resolution (e.g.78

25cm-1m) ALS data from national mapping and environmental agencies. For example, a typical approach for79

segmentation from 3D point clouds involves identifying planar segments as buildings are generally made up80

of planar surfaces (Dorninger & Pfeifer 2008). Whilst these methods generally offer improvements to purely81

radiometric based approaches, they still encounter many similar and new issues. Typical issues include82
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occluded surfaces masking or splitting up planar surfaces, outlying points within the point cloud making83

planar surfaces appear non-planar and 3D points not belonging to planar surfaces being excluded from the84

segmentation. In recent years these methods have been improved by the incorporation of novel segmentation85

algorithms (Hernandez & Marcotegui 2009, Chen et al. 2014, Xiao et al. 2013) and machine learning classifi-86

cation methods such as Support Vector Machines (SVMs) (Secord & Zakhor 2007) and Random Forest (RF)87

classifiers (Guo et al. 2011). Such limitations has therefore lead to a number of researchers, such as Strom88

et al. (2010), Aijazi et al. (2013), Vetrivel et al. (2015), Marmanis et al. (2018) to combine the benefits of89

both radiometric and geometric data for segmentation.90

CNN’s are currently one of the most actively researched method for building detection. Vakalopoulou91

et al. (2015) demonstrated that use of classifying high-resolution satellite imagery (QuickBird and WorldView92

2) as either a ’building’ or ’not-building’. Furthermore, the use of multi-spectral imagery, most noticeably93

near infrared (NIR), could be substituted to improve detection results. This approach used CNNs to initially94

classify crops of the image to act as training data for a SVM classifier. Saito & Aoki (2015) presented an95

end-to-end CNN approach for semantic segmentation of both roads and buildings using publicly available96

GIS data. A patch-based semantic segmentation approach was used, where the aerial image was first divided97

into smaller patches for training and classification. This achieved state-of-the-art results and demonstrated98

the effectiveness of including Maxout and Dropout to aerial image segmentation tasks. Whilst patch-based99

methods demonstrated good results (Guo et al. 2016), they suffered from limitations caused by memory100

inefficiencies (Ciresan et al. 2012, Kampffmeyer et al. 2016), ultimately making the approach unfeasible for101

large (i.e. national) datasets. A further example of the leveraging of free aerial data and large GIS datasets102

(OSM) is presented by Yuan (2016). A simple CNN was developed with structure integrating multi-layer103

information for pixel-wise classification. This enabled the the network to learn hierarchical features for104

segmenting individual features and showed promising results for generalisation over a much larger area.105

Zhang et al. (2016) demonstrated a simple implementation of a CNN could be used to detect with reasonable106

precision (89%) Google Earth aerial imagery. A more sophisticated approach is presented by Paisitkriangkrai107

et al. (2015), Quang et al. (2015) who combined the input of hand-crafted features for training and conditional108

random fields as a post-processing step to semantically labelled images. The conditional random fields were109

shown to increase label confidence and incorrectly labelled pixels. Wu et al. (2018) proposed a novel multi-110

constraint fully Convolutional network (MC-FCN), improving the existing U-Net architecture for building111

segmentation in aerial images. Extra constraints were added onto the intermediate layers enabling a greater112

ability for feature representation and ultimately lead to a higher performing model.113

Research in the fusion of spectral and depth data into CNN training has been demonstrated in a number114

of studies. Socher et al. (2012) perform semantic segmentation of RGB-D images by beginning their CNN115

pipeline with a single convolution and pooling layer. They then stack Recursive Neural Networks (RNN)116

which are employed on local blocks of the previous layer in a convolutional manner. Marmanis et al. (2016)117

proposed a method of using an ensemble of FCNs which take an input of intensity and depth data for seman-118
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tic segmentation of the ISPRS Vaihingen benchmark dataset, achieving at the time, state-of-the-art results.119

Marmanis et al. (2018) further developed ensembles of CNNs with a more advanced network architecture.120

The Digital Surface Model (DSM) was used as depth data to allow the model to learn geometrically mean-121

ingful boundaries. More specifically, the model combines semantic segmentation with semantically informed122

edge detection, making the class boundaries explicit in the model. Empirically including class boundaries123

significantly improved the CNN performance and achieved state-of-the-art results in the ISPRS Potsdam124

and Vaihingen benchmark datasets for multiple classes. Delassus & Giot (2018) demonstrated by fusing a125

DSM to the SpaceNet winning solution results could be improved between 1% and 7% for various scenes.126

Sun & Wang (2018) use DSMs to refine segmentation results derived from a Fully Convolutional Network127

(FCN) trained using very high resolution satellite images. Bittner et al. (2018) directly fuse normalised128

lidar, spectral and panchromatic data together for training in a 3 branch FCN network in their network129

FUSED-FCN4S. Chen et al. (2018) supply a true orthophoto and DSM into their Deeply-supervised Shuf-130

fling Convolutional Neural Network (DSCNN), a multi-scale extension of the Shuffling Convolutional Neural131

Network (SCNN). The main contribution is the proposal of fusing multi-scale features for a more rich feature132

descriptor. Huang et al. (2019) also use a FCN architecture but further introduce gated feature labels to133

allow for multi-scale feature communication in their network GRRNet. Simarly to our study the authors134

have chosen to drop the blue channel and instead opt for the input channels of Red, Green, near-infrared135

and normalised DSM. Unlike the networks noted here, we do not use a FCN architecture but instead opt for136

a object detection + refinement approach.137

3. Methodology138

3.1. Data preparation139

Data collection was performed by an automated script which allowed for large data volumes to be collected140

and processed in a reasonably short amount of time (≈ 4 hours). All data acquired was aerial information141

over England, UK. 25cm RGB imagery is first obtained from the OS. Next, pre-computed DSMs from 50cm142

airborne lidar are obtained from the UK Environment Agency and re-sampled to 25cm. Finally, OS OpenMap143

local data is downloaded over the area. Building footprint shape-files are extracted and converted to raster144

format at 25cm resolution. This information is downloaded by 10km2 OS Grid-Reference tiles. Any areas145

missing lidar data are removed. The data is then merged into RGB-D images and label data respectively and146

cropped to 250m2 tiles. As the OS tiles cover varying land topographies it was also necessary to normalise147

the depth channel between 0-255 for each image tile. This ensured the model would learn the contextual148

relationship of the building geometry in respect to its local area, and the absolute height (above a datum)149

is not considered. As a result a more consistent channel input is realised, with building roofs typically150

having pixel values between 150-255 depending on surrounding buildings and presence of high vegetation.151

Whilst saving each label tile the bounding box coordinates for each building instance were extracted and152

saved to .xml file in the Pascal dataset format. This was computed by running a binary image border153
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Table 1: UK data collected for model training and testing using a automated script. Tile names correspond to OS area codes

for which the images are geographically located.

OS Tile Number of Images Building Instances

TL50 1695 6110

SZ10 4060 38898

TF03 678 2604

TQ24 3450 19296

TQ39 7420 53422

TQ58 4987 42512

TQ67 2266 6993

Total 24556 169835

extraction algorithm (Suzuki & be 1985) to obtain border locations and computing the bounding area. 9154

tiles were collected covering a wide diversity of land cover, ranging from, Urban (Greater London) to rural.155

Tiles covering rural areas were susceptible to containing large areas where no buildings were present. This156

can cause an extreme foreground-background class imbalance during training as large areas in rural tiles157

will contain no buildings, effectively saturating the CNN with easy to detect negative examples. This has158

been shown to cause issues in training and be responsible for decreasing accuracy in object detectors (Lin,159

Goyal, Girshick, He & Dollár 2017). To account for this, any tiles with no buildings (wrt OS OpenMapLocal160

labels) is consequently deleted and not included in the model training/evaluation. After trimming, the data161

consisted of 24,556 images containing 169,835 instances of buildings.162

To compare our final model against other methods discussed in Section 2 the ISPRS Potsdam1 semantic163

labelling benchmark datasets were also downloaded. The Potsdam dataset contains similar RGB and lidar164

data to the data collected via the methods above, however, are a higher resolution (5cm and 9cm respectively).165

The Potsdam dataset is not included within the main model training dataset. Evaluation therefore measures166

the models ability to generalise. To quantify this we also fine-tune the OS data derived trained model with167

a sub-sample of the Potsdam data separately and re-evaluate the models performance.168

Once the data is stored in RGB-D images we further refine our image to RGB, RG-DE and N channels.169

Where the depth channel ’D’ is the edge magnitude and normalised DSM layers respectively.170

3.2. Morphological Geodesic Active contours171

The frequent use of Active Contour Models (ACM) has been consistent in computer vision applications172

(i.e. shape recognition, object tracking and segmentation) since its inception (Kass et al. 1988). Geodesic173

Active Contours (GACs) (Caselles et al. 1997) advanced on prior work by proposing a robust technique in174

1http://www2.isprs.org/commissions/comm3/wg4/2d-sem-label-potsdam.html
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Figure 1: A) Data preparation workflow for improved label segmentation and model training.

which ACM’s evolve in time according to intrinsic geometric measures of an image. In general, a ACM can175

be defined as an energy-minimising two-dimensional spline curve of points pi = (xi, yi) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n176

where xi and yi are the x and y coordinates respectively and n is the number of points. To describe a177

classical energy base snake (Kass et al. 1988), let C(q):[0, 1] → R2 be parametrised planar curve and let178

I : [0, a]x[0, b] → R+ be a given area with edges which we want to segment, the energy of curve C is given179

by:180

E(C) = α

∫ 1

0

|C ′(q)2dq + β

∫ 1

0

|C ′′(q)|2dq − λ
∫ 1

0

|∇I(C(q))|dq (1)

where α, β and λ are real positive constants. Here the first two terms are responsible for controlling the181

smoothness of the contours, and the third for attracting the contour towards the edges in the image (external182

energy). Therefore, solving the ACM problem amounts to finding, for a given set of constants α, β, and λ183

and the curve C that minimises E.184

185

GACs differ to classic parametric ACMs in their ability to naturally handle changes in the topology of186

the curve, as well as not relying on the parameterisation of the contour. In GACs the engery function is187

a geodesic in a Riemannian manifold with a metric induced by image features (i.e. target borders). The188

GAC further incorporates methods learned from euclidean curve shortening and level sets. The energy189

minimisation is achieved by solving Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) on an embedding function that190
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has the contour as its zero-level set. The PDE for GACs is defined as:191

δu

δt
= g(I)|∇u|div(

∇u
|∇u|

) + g(I)|∇u|ν +∇g(I)∇u (2)

where g : [0,+∞[← R+]] is a strictly decreasing function such that g(r) ← 0 as r ← ∞ and u and ν are192

signed distance functions. The first term is the smoothing term, the second is the balloon term and the third193

is the image attachment term.194

195

The GAC also employs the concept of a balloon force as first proposed by Cohen (1991). The balloon factor196

makes the curve behave more like a balloon being inflated by an additional force. This ensures the contour197

is not stopped on weak edges as well as allowing the contour to hold a degree of integrity to its current198

shape. This is particularly beneficial in our case as the lidar data used is not very high quality (50cm). The199

coarseness of the data causes apparent gaps in strong edges caused by partial hits of sharp geometric edges200

of buildings. The result is a strong edge with intermittent low intensity pixels. The balloon factor therefore201

makes the contour mostly invariant to these small gaps (Figure 2).202

The most recent advancement in ACMs is the proposal of a morphological approach (Márquez-Neila203

et al. 2014) which can be used to enhance GACs as well as Active contours with edges (Chan & Vese 2001).204

Morphological ACMs work similarly to classical ACMs, however, instead of solving PDEs and level-sets over205

a floating point array, morphological operators (i.e. dilation and erosion) are used over a binary array. The206

morphological ACM is therefore approximating the PDEs solutions making the model faster and numerically207

more stable. In this paper we use an implementation of a morphological approach on a GAC (MorphGAC).208

The approach utilises the ability to express some morphological operator as PDEs. For example, a dilation209

Dh and erosion Eh with radius h of function u can be defined as:210

Dhu(x) = sup
y∈hB(0,1)

u(x+ y) (3)

Ehu(x) = inf
y∈hB(0,1)

u(x+ y) (4)

where B(0, 1) is a ball of radius 1 centered at 0 and hB is the set B scaled by h so that hB = {hx : x ∈ B}.211

212

The dilation Dh can be used to show:213

lim
h→0+

Dhu− u
h

= |∇u| (5)

Therefore, the successive application of Dh with very small radius, limm→∞(Dt/m)mu0, is equivalent to:214

δu

δt
= |∇u| (6)
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with initial value u(0, x) = u0(x). Thus, we can say the dilation has infinitesimal behaviour equivalent to215

the PDE.216

217

This can also be demonstrated for the erosion (Eh) function where:218

lim
h→0+

Ehu− u
h

= |∇u|= δu

δt
(7)

219

A full explanation on morphological operators is beyond the scope of this paper and the reader is referred220

to the original paper (Márquez-Neila et al. 2014).221

Whereas morphological active contours without edges works well without defined boundaries, Mor-222

phGACs require a strong edge. This method is choosen here as the sharp geometric shape of buildings223

on a DSM produce a pronounced edge of gradient change. To further exemplify the edge we take an ap-224

proximation of the differential of the DSM channel on the tile to be processed. This is achieved by using the225

common sobel operator (Kanopoulos et al. 1988) in both horizontal (x) and vertical (y) directions. This, in226

essence, gives us the gradient magnitude, therefore, sharp changes in elevation have strong responses and vice227

versa. This offers the favourable conditions for our MorphGAC to grow given an optimum starting (seed)228

point. To compute the seed point, the moments are computed for each OpenMapLocal building polygon229

and the centre point which lies within the polygon is extracted. To clean the data, first a simple binary230

mask is applied with a threshold value of 20. This removes any noise on top of the building roof. Finally,231

a Gaussian blur is applied to the tile and a single closing morphological operator is run over the image to232

limit the number of gaps within the building boundaries.233

Figure 2: A) Typical example of an ACM expanding towards a boundary. B) i) DSM raster channel in image after normalisation

between 0-255, ii) Edge magnitude of DSM after data cleaning and pre-processing, iii) Individual building prior to pre-processing,

iv) Individual building post pre-processing.
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However, one of the largest issues with large-scale manually labelled building footprints is overgeneralisa-234

tion over smaller buildings. To correct for this, before the seed point is determined for the building footprint,235

a multiple building check is performed. This is achieved by first masking the DSM with the footprint label.236

Next a k-means where k = 5 is computed on the image histogram. A threshold value is then located where237

k = 3 and any point with a pixel value x where x > (k = 3) is defined as above ground. Individual build-238

ings are then detected with the Douglas-Peucker algorithm. The seed points are then computed for each239

individual building using the contour moments.240

3.3. Convolutional neural network models241

CNNs for image feature understanding typically fall into 3 categories; classification, object detection and242

semantic segmentation. Whereas object detection is concerned with localising an object within an image,243

semantic segmentation generates pixel-wise classifications of a given scene. There is a wide range of methods244

for effective object detection, however, they can generally be further categorised into one-stage and two-245

stage detectors. The two-stage approach was popularised by (Girshick et al. 2014) and, put simply, works246

by firstly generating a regional proposal for potential bounding box locations, and secondly, classifies each247

region proposal candidate using a classification CNN (i.e. ResNet (He et al. 2016) or VGG-16 (Simonyan248

& Zisserman 2014)). The one-stage approach was popularised by Sermanet et al. (2013), Liu et al. (2016),249

Redmon et al. (2016) and motivated by the potential to speed up the two-stage process which has many250

Figure 3: Delineation of multiple buildings from over-generalised labels. An otsu binarisation threshold is utilised over each

label to determine if the label has been over-generalised. If this is the case multiple geomorphological snake seeds points are

extracted for the center of each individual building.
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speed limitations such as their inability to optimise or parallelise. Instead, the one-stage detector applies a251

dense sample of classifications over the image at various scales and aspect ratios. The classifications with the252

highest probabilities for containing a given object are used as the object’s location within the image. This253

computationally cheaper method has allowed for one-stage object detectors to be deployed on fairly basic254

hardware (i.e. mobile phones) for real-time detection, however, usually achieve poorer accuracy than their255

two-stage counter-parts. Despite this, it is evident that the gap between one-stage and two-stage detectors256

is becoming slighter. We first assess two model architectures, RetinaNet (Lin, Goyal, Girshick, He & Dollár257

2017) and Faster R-CNN, which are one-stage and two-stage object detection architectures respectively.258

For all processing scenarios we use pre-trained weights for all three channel datasets. The weights were259

pre-trained through a two-step process. Firstly, the RetinaNet is trained on the ImageNet dataset (∼350,000260

images). This provided a foundation of very strong high level weights, however, almost all of these images are261

from terrestrial sources and are therefore not very relevant for aerial images. Therefore, we secondly trained262

the network on the dataset for Object detection in Aerial images (DOTA) dataset (Xia et al. 2018), which263

consisted of 2,806 aerial images with 188,282 manually labelled instances. This provided more reasonable264

initial weights for training.265

Initially, adaptations were made to both RetinaNet and Mask/Faster RCNN to allow for 4 channel inputs266

(RGB-Depth), however in both cases this substantially reduced the networks performance. We therefore267

opted to solely train on 3 channel models. This also enables existing architectures to be used much more268

easily without the need for network alteration. Moreover, the networks remain more lightweight. The blue269

Figure 4: Workflow for improving building footprint labels.
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channel was removed as it strongly correlated to both the red and green channels and therefore contains a270

large amount of redundant information. This is further justified as over both urban and rural environments271

in the UK blue is likely to be the least dominant and informative channel. Although, the third (blue)272

channel weights had no relevance to depth, we found that initialising the model with RGB pre-trained273

weights improved accuracy for RG-D datasets. This is likely due to low-level (top) features being generally274

concerned with local maximas/minimas, blobs and edges which is relevant for the detection of sharp geometric275

boundaries in the depth channel. We therefore find that the ImageNet and DOTA weights generalise to the276

depth channel for the higher layers of the network, which are often accredited to requiring the largest277

amount of training data. Internal comparisons were made against models initialised with random weights278

for all channels. Random weights were sampled around a truncated normal distribution centred on 0 with279

stdev =
√

2
η where η is the number of input units in the weights tensor (4 in this instance) (He et al. 2015).280

3.3.1. RetinaNet281

The most notable advancement in recent years for one-stage object detectors is proposal of the focal loss282

algorithm. The focal loss aims to address the issue of large class imbalance between foreground and easy to283

detect background (i.e. 1:1000). This large imbalance is therefore particularly detrimental to accuracy when284

single class labels, like in our work, are used. This issue is addressed by re-shaping the cross-entropy loss285

such that it down weights the loss assigned to well-classified features during training. In our case the well-286

classified features refer to all image space that is not part of a building (easy negatives). The reshaped focal287

loss first differentiates between ’easy’ and ’difficult’ examples and then down weights any ’easy’ examples in288

the training. This therefore focuses the training on the difficult examples (buildings). The focal loss starts289

from a Cross Entropy (CE) binary classification2 such that:290

CE(p, y) =

 − log(p) if y = 1

− log(1− p) otherwise,
(8)

Here y ∈ {±1} specifies the ground-truth class and p ∈ [0, 1] is the models estimated probability for the class291

with label y = 1. This can be rewritten as:292

pt =

 p if y = 1

(1− p) otherwise,
(9)

where CE(p, y) = CE(pt) = − log(pt). The weighting is then applied by adding a modulating factor (1−pt)γ293

with tunable focusing parameter γ >= 0. The focal loss function is then defined as:294

(pt) = −(1− pt)γ log(pt) (10)

2The binary classification example is taken from the original paper and is the most relevant example in our case. Extending

the focal loss to multi-class is straightforward and functional
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For classification RetinaNet uses a feature pyramid network (FPN)3 (Lin, Dollár, Girshick, He, Hariharan295

& Belongie 2017) backbone on top of a feedforward ResNet architecture. This method is used as it generates296

a rich, multi-scale convolutional feature pyramid. The network then attaches two sub-networks, one for297

classifying anchor boxes, and one for regressing from anchor boxes to ground-truth object boxes.298

We train the RetinaNet model on five datasets; RGB, RG-DE, RG-DN, RGB-DE and RGB-DN. Here299

NORMALISED refers to depth data tiles that has been normalised between pixel values of 0-255. We also train the300

model with edge-magnitude data for the depth channel (EDGE). This is to assess how the model learns depth301

data, and more specifically, if the geometric texture of the roof aids the network training, or if the training302

is dominated by the strong geometric boundaries of the building instances. The network is implemented in303

Google’s TensorFlow (Abadi et al. 2015).304

In line with the original paper the drop out regularisation technique was not used in the model training.305

However, we do include batch normalisation within the ResNet backbone implementation. This has been306

demonstrated to accelerate training speed by reducing the internal covariate shift with respect to the networks307

training weights (Ioffe & Szegedy 2015). Although the absence of drop out has potential to lead to over-308

fitting of the model, inconsistencies between the aerial image, airborne lidar and building footprint data has309

to ability to act as a pseudo drop out.310

In each processing scenario the network was trained for 100 epochs, where an epoch is defined as a311

single presentation of all training data through the network. Training data was passed through the network312

in batches of size 8. An initial learning rate of 1e-5 was used with a decay rate of 0.96. The learning313

rate was therefore computed as: learning rate = learning rate ∗ decay rate(global stepdecay step ). The network has a314

total of 36,276,717 and 36,279,853 trainable parameters for the three channel and four channel architectures315

respectively. This was trained over the course of a week on two Nvidia 1080 Ti graphical processing units316

(GPUs).317

To allow for an automated per-pixel segmentation using the RetinaNet, we use the centroid of the318

bounding box output a seed point for the MorphGAC algorithm. As in Figure 4 the altitude is checked for319

this seed point and the seed iteratively moved until a suitable start point is found.320

3.3.2. Faster/Mask R-CNN321

Faster R-CNN (Ren et al. 2015) and Mask R-CNN (He et al. 2017) are generally considered state-of-the-322

art architectures for object detection and instance segmentation respectively. Both these architectures are323

part of the Region based CNN family with each being developed upon the prior. Faster R-CNN is effectively324

two networks; a region proposal network (RPN) and a Fast R-CNN detector network. The RPN replaces the325

more time-consuming selective search method which proved to be a bottleneck in previous versions (R-CNN326

and Fast R-CNN). In Faster R-CNN the RPN solves this by instead using the feature map derived from the327

last convolutional layer in the backbone CNN (i.e. VGG16/ResNet) as the proposals for detector network.328

3This offers a good comparison as F-RCNN also uses a FPN.
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This allows for a single CNN to be used for both the region proposals and classification. The network then329

performs a ROI pooling, fully connected layer and classification as in R-CNN. The RPN makes use of anchors330

to generate sensible potential bounding boxes along with scores that determine how likely each box is to331

contain an object. Initial proposal locations are determined by the inclusion of anchors. An anchor is a given332

proposal box with center x, y, defined by the current position of a sliding window over a feature map at each333

given stride. Let k denote the maximum number of proposals at a given location, we compute proposals at334

3 aspect ratios and 3 scales, therefore, in our case (and as in the original paper) k = 3. Anchors with a high335

objectness4 are passed to the RPN which outputs proposals to be processed by the classifier and regressor336

to predict class and class-specific box refinement. The SmoothL1 location loss function is used for training337

and is defined as:338

L(p1, ti) =
1

Ncls

∑
Lcls(pi, p

∗
i ) + λ

1

Nreg

∑
p∗iLreg(ti, t

∗
i ) (11)

where i is the anchor index in a mini batch, pi is the predicted probability of proposal being an object, ti is339

the coordinates of the predicted bounding box, Lcls os the log loss, p∗i is the ground truth objectness label,340

Lreg is the SmoothL1 loss and t∗i is the true box coordinates. The loss function of the refressor can then be341

defined as:342

SmoothL1(x) =

 0.5x2 if ‖x‖< 1

|x‖−0.5 otherwise,
(12)

Mask R-CNN builds directly on Faster R-CNN by adding a third output branch for each candidate object.343

Whereas the prior branches were responsible for class label and bounding-box offset, the authors now output344

object mask proposals. This can therefore be trained in parallel with the Faster R-CNN network, outputting345

a binary mask for each Region of Interest (RoI). The loss function is updated to then include the mask346

predictions so that; L = Lcls + Lbox + Lmask, where L is the total loss.347

We implement Mask-RCNN using a ResNet backbone for classification. As with RetinaNet the training348

datasets include; RGB, RG-DNORMALISED and RG-DEDGE. The same procedure for model pre-training is also349

used (as described in section 3.3.1). The model is trained for 100 epochs, with a batch size of 8, on a single350

Nvidia 1080ti GPU. An initial learning rate of 3e-4. The learning rate was decreased to 3e-5 and 3e-6 at351

epoch 50 and 75 respectively. The network has a total of 104,112,117 trainable parameters.352

3.4. Model performance353

For segmentation scenarios the model performance is evaluated by computing the precision, recall and F1354

accuracy for each processing scenario. We define each metric as; Accuracy = TP+TN
TP+FP+FN+TN , Precision =355

TP
TP+FP , Recall = TP

TP+FN and F1 = 2 ∗ Recall∗Precision
Recall+Precision , where TP , TN , FP , FN are true positive, true356

negative, false positive and false negative respectively for each pixel.357

4Objectness is defined as the measure of membership to a set of object classes vs. background.
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To evaluate the object detection accuracy of the models during training, we calculate the mean Average358

Precision (mAP), where a positive is defined with having an Intersection over Union (IoU) with the ground359

truth box > 0.5. The mAP is computed as the average of the maximum precision at 11 recall vales (r ∈360

0.0, 0.1, . . . , 1.0). The mAP can therefore be defined as:361

AP =
1

11

∑
r∈0.0,0.1,...,1.0

APr (13)

where362

APr = max(precision(r̃))
r̃>=r

(14)

4. Results363

4.1. Mask R-CNN364

Mask R-CNN (and therefore Faster R-CNN) networks are first trained for datasets containing public365

labels. The process was repeated for RGB, RG-DE and RG-DN channel images. The results are recorded in366

Table 2 and training statistics visualised in Figure 5. The most prominent disparity exists between models367

that have been trained with a depth data channel, against the models without. All scenarios perform well368

(> 90%) under the segmentation accuracy metric, however, the F1 is likely a much more representative metric369

for model performance. One reason for this is that the test dataset contained an average of 15% building370

pixels. The incorporation of depth data resulted in a 25% and 31% increase in F1 value for RG-DE and371

RG-DN respectively. Precision values demonstrated little variability relative to recall values. This suggests372

that the incorporation of depth data was most prominent in resolving false negatives. Further suggesting373

under-segmentation was a key issue with inference when the depth data was not present. Improvements were374

also seen in Faster R-CNN mAP scores, this demonstrates the Faster R-CNN object detection branch also375

benefited from depth data inclusion.376

An overall improvement is noticed with the replacement of public labels for improved labels (discussed377

in Section 3.2), as seen in Table 2. In contrast to the inclusion of depth data, improved labels had a greater378

impact on the precision value. This therefore suggests the greatest progress was in the resolution of false379

positives. As one of the key issues with public building footprints is over-generalisation and thus, over-380

segmentation, this was anticipated. The improvement of recall resulted in a 21%, 14% and 9% increase381

against their public label counterparts for RGB, RG-DE and RG-DN respectively.382

The difference between RG-DE RG-DN is minimal, with converging mAP and F1 scores being almost383

identical. The most noticeable difference is delay in convergence of RG-DE for both loss and mAP with384

respect to RG-DN (Figure 5). This suggests that whilst the normalised depth channel is more similar to the385

blue channels of the images used for pre-training, the network is still capable of learning a unique geometric-386

based image channel. Furthermore, it suggests that in this instance the network does not favour a particular387
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depth channel design. This is likely due to the most significant information being located at the building388

edge where a sharp change in altitude is represented by a strong edge.389

Table 2: Mask R-CNN segmentation results. mAP is calculated for recall > 0.5 with true positives defined as IoU> 0.5.

Model mAP Precision Recall Accuracy (%) F1 Value

RGB OS labels 0.45 0.73 0.61 91.33 0.61

RG-DE OS labels 0.54 0.76 0.79 94.24 0.76

RG-DN OS labels 0.51 0.76 0.87 95.27 0.80

RGB labels+ 0.68 0.82 0.72 93.97 0.74

RG-DE labels+ 0.80 0.89 0.88 97.09 0.87

RG-DN labels+ 0.81 0.88 0.90 97.11 0.87

The models discussed above are then applied to the Potsdam benchmark dataset (Table 3). The results390

observed on the Potsdam dataset are not generally consistent with the prior results on the main training391

dataset (Table 2). In public label scenarios the most prominent statistic is the reduction of recall value.392

This is a result from an increase in false negatives. As the reduction in recall is generally caused by under-393

segmentation of a feature, this explains the steep increase precision values. Buildings in the Potsdam dataset394

on average covered 22% of the image. This explains that whilst the accuracy values are respectfully high,395

the performance based on the F1 metric is very poor. The RG-DN did improve the performance somewhat,396

however, poor recall values suggest the results are unreliable and unrepresentative of the overall performance.397

Models trained with the improved labels demonstrated a noticeable improvement for training sets con-398

tained depth data. This most represented by the increase in recall values by 130% and 25% for RG-DN and399

RG-DE respectively. The absence of improvement in the RGB image sets suggests that the improved labels400

Figure 5: Public data labels training plots for Faster R-CNN training. Datasets containing depth data demonstrate an im-

provement in mAP score. RG-DE appears to learn at a slower rate, however, converges at a very similar value to RG-DN.
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had the largest impact on the depth channel in the network training. Despite Potsdam being noticeably401

different to the training dataset in terms of building architecture and radiometric properties, the general402

model with the inclusion of depth performs as well on the Potsdam dataset as the RGB model trained with403

improved labels on it’s standard test set. The significance of this is two-fold. Not only does this show404

that the model has learned what a building is on a general level, but also, exemplifies the significance of405

incorporating geometric data into the network.406

Table 3: Potsdam Mask R-CNN segmentation results.

Model mAP Precision Recall Accuracy (%) F1 Value

RGB OSLabel Generic 0.30 0.80 0.44 81.16 0.53

RG-DE OSLabel Generic 0.34 0.88 0.30 77.42 0.41

RG-DN OSLabel Generic 0.36 0.84 0.55 89.98 0.66

RGB Label+ Generic 0.41 0.96 0.32 83.57 0.55

RG-DE Label+ Generic 0.48 0.79 0.69 86.98 0.73

RG-DN Label+ Generic 0.48 0.87 0.69 88.01 0.75

RGB Fine-Tune 0.71 0.91 0.91 95.30 0.91

RG-DE Fine-Tune 0.78 0.92 0.92 96.03 0.92

RG-DN Fine-Tune 0.79 0.93 0.93 96.09 0.93

Lastly, the weights from their respective models trained using the improved labels are used as pre-trained407

weights for fine-tuning on the Potsdam dataset. This causes significant improvements to all performance408

measures, with F1 scores ranging from 0.91 to 0.93. In all instances precision and recall were equal suggesting409

a stable model. Here the test dataset comprised of 20% of the total data. This is in contrast to the generic410

model tests as these could be tested against 100% of the dataset. Due to the size and homogeneous nature411

of the Potsdam dataset it is not possible to confidently confirm whether the model has simply over-fit to the412

Figure 6: Training plots for datasets using the improved labels. Models containing depth information out perform the standard

RGB dataset. RG-DRG-DN converges with the lowest loss value and highest mAP score.
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data or indeed the solution is more general.413

4.2. RetinaNet414

Experiments undertaken with the RetinaNet architecture followed similar patterns to those observed with415

the Faster R-CNN architecture. However, the models trained using RetinaNet appear to have performed to416

a higher standard w.r.t the evaluation metrics on the main aerial dataset (Table 4). Models trained using417

public datasets obtain substantially higher mAP scores, with RGB, RG-DE and RG-DN achieving 17%, 24%418

and 31% increases respectively over their Faster R-CNN counterparts.419

Figure 7: RetinaNet training plots for public ground truth label datasets. The inclusion of depth data results in both lower loss

convergence values and high mAP scores. There is no immediate discrepencies between the use of edge magnitude (RG-DE)

and normalised (RG-DN) depth channels.

Whilst the final per-pixel segmentation process differs between the two network pipelines many similarities420

are observed. In line with Mask R-CNN, the presence of a depth channel offered little improvement to421

precision, however, strongly influenced the recall values. Here, the recall values observed are 0.78, 0.89 and422

0.92 for RGB, RG-DE and RG-DN respectively. This has resulted in a general overall performance increase423

in F1 score. The improvement does however come at a cost of computation time. Despite MorphGACs424

performing substantially faster than non-morphological GACs they are still comparatively slower than a425

typical CNN based inference. Whereas a single inference takes 0.5 seconds, a single image containing 10426

buildings takes 30 seconds 5. By re-implementing the MorphGAC to process on the GPU computation427

times could likely be largely decreased.428

The use of the improved labels for model training, as with Mask R-CNN, had a definite impact on loss429

and accuracy during network training (Figure 8). This resulted in mAP values to reach 0.83, 0.9 and 0.92430

for RGB, RG-DE and RG-DN respectively. These results suggest that the model robustly detects buildings,431

5On a single GPU for CNN inference and a 8 core CPU with multi-thread parrelisation for MorphGAC inference.
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Figure 8: RetinaNet training plots for datasets with improved ground truth labels. All scenarios demonstrate higher mAP

values compared to their respective datasets using public data ground truth labels. This is also represented by substantially

lower and earlier loss convergence values.

with almost no buildings not being identified on the test set inference. This resulted in improved recall432

values for all scenarios. Such improvements suggest mostly false negatives have been resolved indicating433

less building have been missed, as apposed to false building detections being resolved. In contrast to Faster434

R-CNN, RetinaNet learns well when depth information isn’t present as well as when it is. This is justified435

by the final RGB F1 value exceeding RG-DE and equalling RG-DN.436

Table 4: RetinaNet segmentation results. mAP is calculated for recall > 0.5 with true positives defined as IoU> 0.5.

Model mAP Precision Recall Accuracy (%) F1 Value

RGB OS labels 0.53 0.84 0.78 95.12 0.81

RG-DE OS labels 0.67 0.84 0.89 96.35 0.86

RG-DN OS labels 0.67 0.86 0.92 96.82 0.89

RGB labels+ 0.83 0.96 0.94 98.42 0.94

RG-DE labels+ 0.90 0.90 0.91 97.41 0.88

RG-DN labels+ 0.92 0.95 0.95 98.62 0.94

The increase performance in mAP over Faster R-CNN in the main building dataset was also present with437

the Potsdam dataset. This strengthens the evidence that the RetinaNet as an object detector had learned438

the characteristics of buildings more effectively (Table 5). This further indicates the potential benefits of the439

focal loss algorithm, and its relevance in single-class detection systems. Despite the advantages seen during440

object detection, over the Potsdam dataset the use of MorphGAC’s as an online segmentation method441

was not as effective as Mask R-CNN. The most noticeable performance caveat is the recall scores for all442

scenarios. Whilst the high precision values (0.91-0.95) can be strongly accredited to the accurate initial443

seed points derived from RetinaNet, the poor recall would be accredited to the MorphGAC segmentation.444
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More specifically, it is observed that the buildings are under-segmented. The Potsdam dataset contains a445

largely different building architecture and layout design to the majority of buildings in the main dataset.446

For example, much of the scene contains large continuously terraced buildings (Figure 9). As this classifies447

as a single building it is therefore segmented in a single MorphGAC minimisation. However, the terrace448

buildings contain large depth variance across individual dwellings amongst the whole terrace. This therefore449

terminates the segmentation leaving the remainder of the building classed as background.450

Figure 9: a) Aerial and DSM of Potsdam town design. Many of the buildings are continuous terrace houses, which can cause

issues for a MorphGAC segmentation. b) Example of apparenty DSM smeering. In the aerial image the tree appears to be

seperated from the house, however, the DSM shows a definitive overlap.

The online use of the MorphGAC segmentation is also the reason for little variance in F1 values across451

all of the scenarios. Generally, the performance of the building detector was high enough for all scenarios for452

the segmentation to be the main caveat. However, there was still a substantial performance increase in mAP453

for the fine tuned scenarios. The inclusion of depth data showed no significant improvements. Unfortunately,454

as the dataset is significantly smaller than what is recommended for training deep CNNs, it is a possibility455

the network has strongly over-fitted to the training data, and the lack of variance between the training and456
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Table 5: Potsdam RetinaNet segmentation results. mAP is calculated for recall > 0.5 with true positives defined as IoU> 0.5.

Model mAP Precision Recall Accuracy (%) F1 Value

RGB OSLabel Generic 0.46 0.91 0.72 93.94 0.80

RG-DE OSLabel Generic 0.46 0.93 0.78 95.32 0.85

RG-DN OSLabel Generic 0.48 0.94 0.79 95.54 0.86

RGB Label+ Generic 0.50 0.93 0.75 92.91 0.83

RG-DE Label+ Generic 0.40 0.92 0.79 93.21 0.85

RG-DN Label+ Generic 0.48 0.93 0.78 94.87 0.85

RGB Fine-Tune 0.81 0.94 0.78 94.89 0.85

RG-DE Fine-Tune 0.80 0.95 0.81 95.67 0.87

RG-DN Fine-Tune 0.81 0.95 0.82 96.12 0.88

test produces seemingly very good results.457

Figure 10: a) Aerial images of UK buildings to be segmented. b) Public GIS data labels c) Improved labels using the active

contours d) Mask R-CNN segmentation results e) RetinaNet object detection + active contour segmentation results.
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5. Discussion458

The results presented in this paper reflect strongly the importance of improved labels for both object459

detection and segmentation. This was most evident for object detection, where the was an average of 47%460

increase in mAP score against 11.36% F1 segmentation score. It was observed that improving labels had the461

largest impact on the precision values for segmentation. Despite the fact over-generalisation would effect the462

mean depth channel value the greatest, the largest increases for both object detection and segmentation were463

observed in the RGB scenarios. This indicates the relevance the results from this study have on standard464

RGB aerial datasets. Furthermore, this suggests that poor labelling overlapping incorrect textures (i.e.465

roof vs road/garden) is potentially more detrimental to the networks performance than a constant mean466

difference. This is not surprising as CNNs are known to learn textures in many of the intermediate layers.467

These results offer quantitative analysis of the hypothesis that large-scale GIS data can be used to train468

networks, with sheer quantity counteracting poor quality. We demonstrate here that valuable results can469

be obtained with low quality training data, however, it is essential to have high quality labels for state-470

of-the-art results. Poor quality can be a consequence of a number of causes such as; over-generalisation,471

data acquisition temporal variance, missing data etc. however, when using depth data, the quality of aerial472

image orthorectification is prominent. This was witnessed extensively across both datasets, where errors in473

othorectification led to a small misalignment in the aerial image and depth data.474

The MorphGACs proved to be an effective tool for pixel-wise segmentation of buildings from initial475

building footprints. However, the tool was not as effective when continuous terrace buildings as seen in the476

Potsdam dataset, dominate the local architecture. This demonstrates one of the fundamental weaknesses477

of rule-based algorithms. When faced with new, unexpected data, they often perform poorly. This fact478

is perhaps one of the largest driving factors for machine learning research. Despite this, we demonstrate479

here that rule-based algorithms can still act as a valuable tool to aid the training of machine learning480

models. Furthermore, MorphGAC derived segmentation on the UK dataset was showing to achieve higher481

accuracy than the state-of-the-art Mask R-CNN for segmentation, provided seed points were given. This482

was demonstrated by the success of the RetinaNet segmentation compared to Mask R-CNN (0.82 and 0.92483

F1 scores respectively). The results here demonstrate that whilst a fully end-to-end deep learning approach484

would be more desirable due to increased robustness and computation speed, in many specific applications485

a combination of bespoke rule-based and deep learning approaches can yield the greatest performance.486

The potential benefits of the inclusion of depth data in aerial object detection and segmentation scenarios487

is also exemplified from our experiments. We demonstrate that existing CNN architectures (RetinaNet and488

Faster/Mask R-CNN) can be used without alteration, and therefore, bespoke networks to handle depth489

information are not essential. This was most prominent in the large UK building datasets where the the490

inclusion of depth data resulted an overall increased mAP for object detection and improved recall values491

for Mask R-CNN segmentation. Despite this the implications of the depth channel were not as clear when492

evaluating on the Potsdam benchmark dataset. In all scenarios network inferences after fine-tuning on the493
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Potsdam dataset very high performance results were achieved. It could be assumed that the larger dataset494

is more indicative of the general model performance and therefore this suggests the high results observed495

on the fine-tuned datasets are caused by a form of over-fitting. The Potsdam benchmark, when tiled to a496

similar geographic size ( 250m2) to the UK dataset only consisted of 133 images of size (600x600px). All497

network architectures had > 50 million parameters, and therefore, it is unreasonable to conclude exactly498

what the model has learned, and how applicable the models would be for applications in different datasets.499

This highlights an issue where relatively small benchmark datasets are inferred with increasingly deep neural500

network architectures. Furthermore, the network weights pre-trained on the UK dataset also did not perform501

well on the Potsdam benchmark. This indicates that even though a large dataset was used for training, the502

general features of UK buildings were not enough to allow for reliable inference on substantially different503

building/street designs. This is important as this demonstrates that features learned from the depth channel504

alone is not robust enough for a functional general model. Instead, higher layer features which are associated505

with larger patches of the image and therefore object context are required within the training dataset. Despite506

this, the data aquisition methodology presented here is scalable and therefore incorporation of more diverse507

training data would be easily achieved and likely highly beneficial.508

The results presented in this paper suggest that RG-DN is the most effective dataset to build on, exagger-509

ating building edges of the depth channel by computing a differential demonstrated no immediate advantages.510

On the contrary, the RG-DE consistently performed (albeit very slightly) lower than the RG-DN datasets.511

Moreover, the network tended to learn slower with the training loss converging later than RG-DN (Figure512

5, 6, 7 and 8). This highlights that even though the pre-trained weights from ImageNet included blue chan-513

nels instead of depth, some of this information was transferable to the normalised depth channel. Further514

illustrating the potential gains from using pre-trained weights, as even if higher layer features are drastically515

different to the desired weights, lower level features remain relevant.516

The comparison between the two-stage Faster R-CNN and one-stage RetinaNet, concluded strongly in517

favour of RetinaNet. This is quantified by an average increase in mAP of 1.25 on the main UK building518

dataset and 0.078 overall. This equates to a percentage increase of 20.13% and 17.79% respectively. An519

increase was observed for all but one processing scenario when using RetinaNet. This consistency implies520

models trained using the RetinaNet architecture both more reliable and robust. Moreover, this performance521

increase comes at a computation speed gain with the average inference speed amounting to 73ms and 89ms522

for RetinaNet and Faster R-CNN respectively. Although this contradicts the classic speed/accuracy trade-off523

(Huang et al. 2017), this instead demonstrates the potential benefits of the focal loss algorithm introduced524

in RetinaNet. In the UK building dataset the absolute pixel class imbalance observed was 1-6.66 and 1-4.5525

for the Potsdam dataset, for foreground (building) and background respectively. This however becomes526

exemplified by classification at multiple scales. Therefore, this suggests that for single-class or multi-class527

where large class imbalances are still present the focal loss is of fundamental use for high performing models.528

Such conclusions were also made in a previous study (Griffiths & Boehm 2018). Moreover, Lin, Goyal,529
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Girshick, He & Dollár (2017) demonstrate that even in the COCO benchmark dataset where class imbalances530

are not as prominent, the model offers performance improvements. The results indicate that the Mask R-531

CNN could benefit from the incorporation of a focal loss method into the object detection branch. This532

would combine the high accuracy object detection of the RetinaNet with power of semantic segmentation.533

6. Conclusion534

In this paper we quantify the benefit of using improved publicly available ground truth labels for building535

segmentation through empirical means. Three CNN architectures were subsequently trained; Faster R-CNN,536

RetinaNet and Mask R-CNN. MorphGACs were then utilised on the image depth channel to improve the537

quality of the labels. This was achieved using course low-resolution labels as initial seed points, determining538

label over-generalisation and finally expanding until settling on the sharp geometric boundaries of buildings.539

Despite robustness and competency of segmentation in the UK dataset, for which the algorithm was designed,540

this did not work universally as demonstrated on the Potsdam dataset. This demonstrates the potential use541

for bespoke rule-based algorithms to aid the training of CNNs, however, for online use demonstrates the542

advantages machine learning based approaches offer in terms of robustness in new scenarios. Improvements543

were observed using the improved labels on RGB, RG-DE and RG-DN datasets for all network architectures.544

The most significant being in the Faster R-CNN and Mask R-CNN architectures where an average improve-545

ment of 42% in mAP score and 8% in F1 segmentation score were observed respectively. The results suggest546

that substantial performance gains can be made for both RGB and RG-D datasets by improving label qual-547

ity, even when trained over a large dataset. Models trained with the RetinaNet architecture demonstrated548

an average mAP score of 1.25 over the Faster R-CNN. This is likely accredited to the use of the focal loss549

algorithm. Further indicating the addition of a focal loss method into the Faster R-CNN branch of the Mask550

R-CNN would result in improved results.551

In line with previous studies, the addition of lidar-derived 2.5-D depth data aided the training of CNNs552

for building segmentation. This was achieved by replacing the blue channel of 25,556 aerial images containing553

169,835 instances of buildings. The results demonstrated a significant improvement in model performance554

when depth data was present. Most noticeable was the correction of false negatives in the image segmentation,555

which resulted in a large increase in evaluated recall values. Two different depth channel inputs were tested.556

This first RG-DE was created by taking a differential of the image to determine the images edge-magnitude,557

which exaggerated sharp changes in depth and therefore building edges. The second, RG-DN was created558

by normalising each image tile between 0-255 to allow the network to learn realitive values within the local559

context of the buildings surroundings. The results concluded that RG-DE tended to learn slower, however,560

converged on similar accuracy and loss values to the RG-DN training examples. Despite this, RG-DN on561

average performed marginally better on all performance measures. Therefore, we conclude this is the most562

suitable depth channel formation.563
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